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1 Introduction  

In the European Union about 16% of the population are over 65 [1] and around 20% of 
people over 50 experience severe physical disabilities. Furthermore up to 15% of the 
populations across the European Union have visual, hearing, speech, cognitive, or motor 
impairments [2]. This shows that people with disabilities are not a tiny minority and 
new products have to be designed taking into account the needs of impaired persons. 
With increasing life expectancy, visual and hearing impairments also increase [3].  

Often designers are not fully aware of this situation and do not have the adequate 
knowledge to assess accessibility of their products. Furthermore existing development 
tools (e.g., several CAD tools or simulation environments) give little out-of-the-box 
assistance [4]. To improve the situation, a promising approach is to give designers the 
experience of accessibility issues by simulating impaired digital humans in immersive 
virtual environments or by using the first person view to place the designer into the 
body of an impaired user. This enables engineers and developers to test their products 
interactively from the perspective of people with special needs, increasing their aware-
ness of the accessibility issues. This is expected to lead to better adapted products.   

1.1 Application Scenarios 

The simulation of impairment is done by a simulation engine introduced in [5]. The 
focus of this work is the visualization of vision and motor impairments in Virtual 
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Reality. A framework has been developed to integrate simulation engines and digital 
human models into virtual reality. Furthermore the framework allows the combination 
of different approaches and provides multimodal interfaces for the end users begin-
ning from two-dimensional graphical user interfaces such as web frontends up to 3D 
user interaction based on motion capturing techniques.  

Since there is a lot of significance of virtual reality in architecture and automotive, 
the focus lies on these domains taking in account the special needs of elderly people 
and handicapped person with limitations in mobility and vision.  

Considering the great variety of potential existing impairments requiring very spe-
cific simulation components, different digital humans and simulation environments do 
exist; it is obvious that a single tool cannot provide all solutions. Therefore it is desir-
able to combine various individual simulation components in a single virtual envi-
ronment which can be seamlessly experienced by the product developer.    

Our contribution is the description of a system architecture for the flexible coupl-
ing of virtual human simulation components including visual and motion impairments 
and an immersive visualization/auralization platform. To do this, existing integration 
schemes have to be extended. This facilitates the usage for the designer such that he 
can combine and switch between different simulation models deliberately and there-
fore experience various impairments. In the following we are describing our technical 
approach which is used in two application scenarios. The evaluation and thorough 
discussion of the usefulness of such simulations to comprehend the needs of impaired 
people is beyond the scope of this paper. 

2 Related Work 

2.1 Immersive Interfaces for Virtual Humans 

Virtual reality allows a user to step through the computer screen into a three-
dimensional (3D) world. The user can look at, move around, and interact with these 
worlds as if they were real. It is also a new media for information and knowledge 
acquisition, and representing concepts of ideas in ways not previously possible. VR 
can be a powerful tool for testing and evaluating new products and ideas, decreasing 
the time to market and reducing product cost. [6] One of these ideas is to simulate and 
visualize motion and vision impairments. 

The digital human model “RAMSIS” [7] in its original state addressed demands on 
ergonomics, comfort and safety. It is a well-accepted tool in the automotive industry 
and one of the most used digital human models [8]. With the enhancements from 
VERITAS, ergonomists are enabled to use virtual user models with parameterized 
disabilities. Therefore ergonomists are able to evaluate products taking in account the 
special needs of elderly and impaired without using an additional tool. The detailed 
statistical knowledge about body dimensions is given by RAMSIS and the degrees of 
various disabilities are given by the knowledge of VERITAS.  

In the original desktop version of RAMSIS it is a demanding task to control the 
manikin and use it correctly [4]. In our work integrated RAMSIS in virtual reality and 
used mocap-techniques to control the manikin. We evaluated if this approach helps to 
facilitate the handling of virtual humans and reduce the amount of time.  
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2.2 Virtual Human and Impairment Simulation 

In [5] a framework for impairment simulation has been introduced. It is based on an 
innovative virtual user modeling technique describing in detail all the physical para-
meters of the user with disability. The proposed user modeling methodology gene-
rates a dynamic and parameterizable virtual user model that is used in a simulation 
framework to assess the accessibility of the designs. The framework consists of  
Virtual User Model, Task Model and Simulation model, all expressed in UsiXML 
format. The universal description of User, Task and Simulation Models with the ex-
tensible UsiXML language increases the interoperability and allows the practical 
implementation of embedded accessible product solutions.  

Our contribution is the enhancement and the integration of this simulation technol-
ogy in virtual reality and to enable the users to interact in real-time with the simulated 
manikins.   

3 Approach 

We follow a service oriented concept, where the human model simulation acts as a 
simulation server and the virtual environment engine configures the services and inte-
grates the data streams of the simulation server with a 3D-scene. The system provides 
then real time interaction capabilities concerning view and navigation as well as  
simulation control. 

 

Fig. 1. Virtual Human Framework Overview 

Two principal modes control the experience: 

• Third person view: The user interacts with the virtual environment and can navi-
gate freely in the 3D-scene observing the virtual human performing a prescribed 
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task. Furthermore the user is able to use tracking of body parts to define target 
points for the virtual human to teach a specific pose, if the digital human model is 
capable to be controlled via external target points. This allows for intuitive teach-
ing of the digital human model on the spot. 
 

• First person view: The users’ view is controlled by the virtual human experienc-
ing a virtual impaired body based on the task description.  Also visual impair-
ments can be simulated by overlaid dynamic view filters which are provided by the 
human model if it is capable to so. This is the closest the designer can experience 
the situation of an impaired person.  

We have implemented a first prototype of this architecture, embedded in a design 
evaluation application. It is capable to operate with two human model modules, the 
RAMSIS virtual human and the VERITAS core engine human model which provides 
also visual impairment simulations. It is coupled to the immersive virtual reality en-
gine LIGHTNING [9] which provides also a front end to the user. Technically the 
system is fully functional and serves as a test bed for the application in real world 
design tasks. 

3.1 Geometry Updates 

Two levels of data exchange for the geometry data have been considered: 

• Geometric Primitives as triangle meshes, vertices: The simulation intelligence 
resides in the human model component, nothing is known about the semantics of 
the human biomechanics. No human model skinning algorithm has to reside on the 
visualization side but the data volume is higher: assuming a low poly virtual hu-
man with 5000 vertices in xyz, single precision leads to an update data rate of 
60kB per frame that is with moderate 20 frames/s 9.1 Mbit/sec (adding normals 
would double the data rate) for the skin and bone coordinates as matrices with ca. 
30 bones 0,32  Mbit/sec. 
 

• A kinematic chain consisting of the articulated bones: The visualization compo-
nent is responsible for the skinning and texturing of the body. A skinning algorithm 
has to be available and the skeleton model has to be known on the visualization 
side but the data volume is lower only the bone coordinates have to transferred it 
remains only 0,32  Mbit/sec update rate.  

The time of the initial data exchange has not been considered here as critical. The 
update data rates are plain needed dada rates no protocol overhead or network colli-
sions are considered. The first case is technically challenging if the visualization is 
carried out on a cluster where the mesh data has been spread over several machines. 
In our implementation we have realized the first approach as only little information of 
the underlying human model should be required. The system can be used in a single 
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machine but also in a cluster mode. To minimize the data exchange, multicast net-
working protocols have been used with the known problems of package loss using the 
UDP protocol. As long as all machines are connected to a single ethernet switch the 
losses are neglectable. If larger network infrastructures should be used reliable multi-
cast techniques could be added easily. 

3.2 Vision Updates 

For the vision updates two approaches are feasible: 

• Impairment Parameter Exchange where the filter algorithms are available on the 
visualization side and the image distortions will be computed locally. 
 

• Distorted image transfer where the impairment simulation will be carried out on 
the human model server. If the filter have to be applied on the actual clear image as 
e.g. blurring in case of low vision the actual undistorted images has to be trans-
ferred to the simulation. 

In our implementation we have realized the first approach as the read back and trans-
fer of the camera image is not feasible for real time visualization for a direct filter 
approach as it is not only time consuming but also induces latency in the rendering 
pipeline.  For some specific visual impairments, it could nevertheless be interesting 
to reconsider the approach if the impairment could be modeled as an operation where 
the actual camera image can be modulated with a generic image as it would be possi-
ble with color distortions or blind spots. 

4 Implementations 

4.1 Interactive Assessment of Architectural “Smart Living Spaces” 

The above described architecture has been used to in the context of the evaluation of 
architectural spaces, specifically smart living spaces. Automated environments have 
been used to alleviate the life of impaired and elderly people in the context of so 
called “smart homes”. As these environments require IT infrastructure to sense, com-
pute and operate these environments it is evident that these components are an 
integral part of the interior planning for future homes.  We have implemented an 
evaluation application which connects the VERITAS Simulation Core and a domotic 
simulation for home automation with an immersive virtual environment to provide a 
digital experience space for developer and designer. The overall system architecture is 
shown below. 
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Fig. 3. Automotive domain: Workflow and interactive assessment process 

Vision parameters and motor disorders can be defined using the VERITAS scena-
rio editor to create the appropriate user models. The acuity parameters are extracted 
and transferred to the corresponding opening angles of view cones and the parameters 
of the impairment vision module. Motor disorders and reduced mobility are trans-
ferred into restrictions of the manikin’s skeleton joints. When loading the VERITAS 
user models into the virtual scene, the according reach zones are calculated by the 
RAMSIS manikin taking in account the limitations of the joints. These generated 
reach zones are the basis for the reach assessment. Additionally an interactive reach 
assessment can be done using motion capture and inverse kinematics to control the 
manikin like a virtual puppet in real-time. If the user model is not able to achieve the 
provided postures and movements, it will stop the movement and a warning is dis-
played in a form of red warning spheres surrounding the according joints. 

To reduce the time of preparation of assessment sessions, a minimum set of track-
ing targets in combination with inverse kinematics is used to track the user’s move-
ments. Targets for head, hands and the pelvis are the minimum setup, which can be 
extended by targets for feet. During the assessment in virtual reality user can switch 
between the manikins’ view (first person’s view) and the view of an external observer 
(third person’s view).  

In both cases the user can interactively evaluate the manikin’s view. The view con-
es and the eye point are moving along with the user’s head movements in real-time. 
The vision cone indicates which area of the scene is visible for the manikin. In third 
person’s view the user is able to navigate freely through the scene. But the tracking 
and the interaction is working in the same manner as in the first person’s view mode. 

In addition to these view cones a vision impairment module has been developed to 
visualize eye disabilities such as cataract.  
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5 Discussion 

Due to limitations of projection systems available for virtual reality it is not feasible 
to evaluate two dimensional graphical user interfaces in an immersive setup. The 
resulting pixel size is about 1.5 up to 2 millimeters, if projectors with a resolution of 
1920 x1080 pixels are used to cover a projection area of about 3.0 x 2.0 m. Further-
more the representation of the GUI prototypes embedded in the virtual world is li-
mited to a small area of the projection plane.  

Other limitations are given by the integration of haptic devices like steering 
wheels, handbrakes and so on. These additional devices cover the projection area and 
may limit the effect of being immersed into the virtual reality.  

Using optical tracking systems requires direct visibility. The tracking targets have 
to be detected at least by two cameras at once. So a big issue is the occlusion of track-
ing targets by the user’s body (self-occlusion) and the occlusion by hardware  
mock-ups.  

Apart from technical issues and limitations virtual reality is an appropriate media 
to represent concepts of ideas in ways not previously possible. Virtual reality lets the 
user to experience disabilities to a certain degree experience the effects of being vi-
sually impaired respectively having limited mobility using the first person’s view. In 
third person’s view the user is able to observe the manikin and the effects of its  
disabilities. 

Conceptually the service oriented approach shows promising properties as the 
components can be decoupled and use their own computer hardware.  There are of 
course limitations: Most human models need a geometric and functional representa-
tion of the scene and also proprietary task descriptions. So a careful handling of data 
consistency between all components is necessary. E.g. in our current implementation 
the scene description for the virtual scene for the immersive engine is completely 
taken from the digital human component at runtime. Additionally the architecture 
would allow for coupling several independent virtual humans which can interact with 
the virtual scene and each other.  

This would be beneficial as it provides a high flexibility of choice. In current im-
plementations the API for bringing in dynamic geometry in the simulations is limited. 
The ideal solution would be that any virtual human can be placed in arbitrary dynamic 
environments and interact with it plausibly.  This needs probably to standardize func-
tional API between different physical simulation engines such that the effects of one 
simulation can easily be imported in the other engines world. Although worthwhile 
from the application developers’ point of view, it is not clear if tool and engine pro-
vider are interested in sharing. 

6 Conclusion 

A flexible framework has been created to test products taking into account different 
impairments. This system offers new opportunities to check products and design 
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products as accessible as possible. The modular approach allows the integration of 
further models and analysis tools.  

We could show that commercial toolkits such as the digital human model 
“RAMSIS” can be integrated in the simulation framework and virtual reality success-
fully. The VERITAS simulation models allow describing limited human functionali-
ties for elderly and people with disabilities. As an added value virtual reality enables 
the users to experience the effects of being visually impaired respectively having 
limited mobility. 

However an open question remains: How close can we get to experience a different 
functional body with mainly visual cues and does that lead to better product design?  

This will be part of our future user evaluations.  
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